Borderline Substances

List B

This is a cross index listing clinical conditions and the products which the ACBS has approved for the management of those conditions. It is essential to consult LIST A for more precise guidance.

AMINO ACID METABOLIC DISORDERS AND SIMILAR PROTEIN DISORDERS

- Basecal100
- Basecal200
- Cystine500
- Histidinaemia
- Homocystinuria
- Isoleucine50
- Leucine100
- Low-Protein Products
- Maple Syrup Urine Disease
- Phenylketonuria
- Phenylalanine50
- Promin LP Mac Pot
- Promin LP Potato Pot
- Promin LP X-Pot
- Synthetic Diets
- Tyrosinaemia
- Tyrosine1000
- Valine50
- Vitaflor Choices Mini Crackers

BIRTHMARKS

See: Disfiguring Skin Lesions

BOWEL FISTULAE

- Alicalm
- Aymes Complete
- Aymes Complete Starter Pack
- Aymes Shake
- Aymes Shake Sample Pack
- Complan Shake (as a supplement)
- Elemental 028 Extra
- Elemental 028 Extra (Liquid)
- Emsogen
- Ensure
- Ensure Plus Commence (as a supplement)
- Ensure Plus Creme (as a supplement)
- Ensure Plus Fibre
- Ensure Plus Juce (as a supplement)
- Ensure Plus Liquid Feed (as a supplement)
- Ensure Plus Milk Shake Style (as a supplement)
- Ensure Plus Savoury (as a supplement)
- Ensure Plus Yoghurt Style (as a supplement)
- Ensure Shake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
- Ensure TwoCal
- Foodlink Complete
- Forticreme Complete (as a supplement)
- Fortijuice (as a supplement)
- Fortijuice Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortisip Bottle (as a supplement)
Fortisip Compact
Fortisip Compact Fibre
Fortisip Compact Fibre Starter Pack
Fortisip Compact Protein
Fortisip Compact Protein Starter Pack
Fortisip Compact Starter Pack
Fortisip Extra (as a supplement)
Fortisip Extra Starter Pack
Fortisip Multifibre (as a supplement)
Fortisip Range Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortisip Yogurt Style
Frebini
Frebini Energy
Frebini Energy Drink (Strawberry and Banana Flavours)
Frebini Energy Fibre
Frebini Energy Fibre Drink
Frebini Original Fibre
Fresubin 1000 Complete
Fresubin 1200 Complete
Fresubin 1800 Complete
Fresubin 2250 Complete
Fresubin 2Kcal Creme
Fresubin 2Kcal Drink
Fresubin 2Kcal Fibre Drink
Fresubin Energy
Fresubin Energy Fibre Sip Feed
Fresubin Energy Fibre (Neutral) Tube Feed
Fresubin HP Energy (as a supplement)
Fresubin HP Energy Fibre
Fresubin Jucy Drink
Fresubin Liquid and Sip Feeds
Fresubin Powder Extra
Fresubin Protein Energy Drink (as a supplement)
Fresubin Soya Fibre
Infatrini Peptisorb
Jevity
Jevity 1.5kcal
Jevity Plus
Jevity Plus HP
Jevity Promote
Modulen IBD
Nutilis Complete Stage 1
Nutilis Complete Stage 2
Nutricrem
Nutricrem Starter Pack
Nutrini
Nutrini Energy
Nutrini Multifibre
Nutrini Peptisorb
Nutriplen
Nutriplen Protein
Nutriplen Starter Pack
Nutrison
Nutrison Energy (as a supplement)
Nutrison Energy Multifibre
Nutrison MCT (as a supplement)
Nutrison Multifibre
Nutrison Peptisorb
Optifibre (as a supplement)
Osmolite
Osmolite 1.5 kcal (as a supplement)
Osmolite Plus
PaediaSure
PaediaSure Fibre
PaediaSure Peptide
PaediaSure Plus
PaediaSure Plus Fibre
Peptamen
Peptamen AF
Peptamen HN
Peptamen Junior Advance
Peptamen Junior Liquid
Peptamen Junior Powder
Perative (as a supplement)
Renilon 7.5
Resource 2.0 Fibre
Resource Dessert Energy (as a supplement)
Resource Energy
Resource Fruit (as a supplement)
Resource Junior (as a supplement)
Survimед OPD (as a supplement)
Survimед OPD HN
Tentrini
Tentrini Energy
Vital 1.5kcal

CALCIUM INTOLERANCE
Locasol

CARBOHYDRATE MALABSORPTION
for definition of lactose or sucrose intolerance, List A page 1
Pro-Cal Powder
Pro-Cal shot
Pro-Cal shot starter pack
Vitasavoury
Vitasavoury starter pack
See: Synthetic Diets
Malabsorption States
a) Disaccharide intolerance (without isomaltose intolerance)
Cow & Gate Pepti-Junior
Duocal (Super Soluble)
Maxijul Super Soluble
Nutramigen 1 with LGG
Nutramigen 2 with LGG
Nutramigen Lipil 1 NEW
Nutramigen Lipil 2 NEW
Nutrison Soya
Nutrison Soya Multifibre
Pepdite
Pepdite 1+
Polycal (Liquid & Powder)
Pregestimil Lipil
Pro-Cal Powder
Pro-Cal shot
Pro-Cal shot starter pack
Vitajoule
Vitasavoury
Vitasavoury starter pack
See: Lactose intolerance
Lactose with associated sucrose intolerance
b) **Isomaltose intolerance**  
Glucose

c) **Glucose + galactose intolerance**  
Fructose  
Galactom 19 (Fructose Formula)

d) **Lactose intolerance**  
Alfamino  
Althera  
Colief  
Enfamil O-Lac  
Fresubin Soya Fibre  
Galactom 17  
Milupa Aptamil Pepti 1 (Allergy)  
Neocate LCP  
Neocate Spoon  
Nutramigen 1 with LGG  
Nutramigen Lipil 1  
Nutrison Soya  
Nutrison Soya Multifibre  
Pepdite  
Pepdite 1+  
Pepdite 1+ (Banana Flavour)  
Pregestimil Lipil  
Prosobee liquid and powder  
SMA LF  
Wysoy (in pre school children)

e) **Lactose with associated sucrose intolerance**  
Cow & Gate Pepti-Junior  
Galactom 17  
Nutramigen 1 with LGG  
Nutramigen Lipil 1  
Nutrison Soya  
Nutrison Soya Multifibre  
Pregestimil Lipil  
Prosobee liquid and powder  
Wysoy (in pre school children)

f) **Sucrose intolerance**  
Glucose (dextrose)  
See: Synthetic Diets  
Malabsorption  
Lactose with associated sucrose intolerance

**CARNITINE PALMITOYL TRANSFERASE DEFICIENCY (CPTD)**  
Monogen

**COELIAC DISEASE**  
See: Gluten-Sensitive Enteropathies

**CONTINUOUS AMBULATORY PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (CAPD)**  
See: Dialysis

**CYSTIC FIBROSIS**  
See: Malabsorption

**DERMATITIS**  
Aveeno Bath Oil  
Aveeno Cream  
Aveeno Lotion  
E45 Emollient Bath Oil  
E45 Emollient Wash Cream

**DERMATITIS HERPETIFORMIS**  
See: Gluten-Sensitive Enteropathies.
DIALYSIS
Nutritional Supplements for Haemodialysis or Continuous Ambulatory Peritoneal Dialysis (CAPD) patients.

Ensure Plus Commence
Ensure Plus Creme
Ensure Plus Fibre
Ensure Plus Juce
Ensure Plus Liquid Feed
Ensure Plus Milk Shake Style
Ensure Plus Savoury
Ensure Plus Yoghurt Style
Ensure TwoCal
Forticreme Complete
Fresubin 2Kcal Creme
Fresubin 2Kcal Drink
Fresubin 2Kcal Fibre Drink
Fresubin HP Energy
Fresubin HP Energy Fibre
Fresubin Jucy Drink
Fresubin Protein Energy Drink
Jevity Plus HP
Kindergen
Nepro HP
Nutilis Fruit Stage 3
Osmolite 1.5 kcal
Renapro
Renavit
Resource Dessert Energy
Survimed OPD HN

DISACCHARIDE INTOLERANCE
See: Carbohydrate malabsorption

DISFIGURING SKIN LESIONS (BIRTHMARKS, MUTILATING LESIONS, AND SCARS)

Covermark Classic Foundation
Covermark Finishing Powder
Dermacolor Camouflage Cream
Dermacolor Fixing Powder
Keromask Finishing Powder
Keromask Masking Cream
Veil Cover Cream
Veil Finishing Powder
Vichy Dermablend Ultra Corrective Foundation Cream Stick

DYSPHAGIA
for definition, see List A

Alicalm
Aymes Complete
Aymes Complete Starter Pack
Aymes Shake
Aymes Shake Sample Pack
Complan Shake (as a supplement)
Enfamil AR
Ensure
Ensure Plus Commence (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Creme (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Fibre
Ensure Plus Juce (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Liquid Feed (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Milk Shake Style (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Savoury (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Yoghurt Style (as a supplement)
Ensure Shake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
Ensure TwoCal
Foodlink Complete
Forticreme Complete (as a supplement)
Fortijuce (as a supplement)
Fortijuce Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortisip Bottle (as a supplement)
Fortisip Compact
Fortisip Compact Fibre
Fortisip Compact Fibre Starter Pack
Fortisip Compact Protein
Fortisip Compact Protein Starter Pack
Fortisip Compact Starter Pack
Fortisip Extra (as a supplement)
Fortisip Extra Starter Pack
Fortisip Multifibre (as a supplement)
Fortisip Range Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortisip Yogurt Style
Frebini
Frebini Energy
Frebini Energy Drink (Strawberry and Banana Flavours)
Frebini Energy Fibre
Frebini Energy Fibre Drink
Frebini Original Fibre
Fresubin 1000 Complete
Fresubin 1500 Complete
Fresubin 2250 Complete
Fresubin 2Kcal Creme
Fresubin 2Kcal Drink
Fresubin 2Kcal Fibre Drink
Fresubin Energy
Fresubin Energy Fibre Sip Feed
Fresubin Energy Fibre (Neutral) Tube Feed
Fresubin HP Energy (as a supplement)
Fresubin Juicy Drink
Fresubin Liquid and Sip Feeds
Fresubin Original Fibre
Fresubin Powder Extra
Fresubin Protein Energy Drink (as a supplement)
Fresubin Thickened
Fresubin YOcreme
Jevity
Jevity Plus
Jevity Plus HP
Jevity Promote
Jevity 1.5kcal
Modulen IBD
Multi-Thick (as a thickener)
Nutilis Clear
Nutilis Complete Stage 1
Nutilis Complete Stage 2
Nutilis Fruit Stage 3
Nutilis Powder (as a thickener)
Nutricrem
Nutricrem Starter Pack
Nutrini
Nutrini Energy
Nutrini Energy Multifibre
Nutrini Low Energy Multifibre
Nutrini Multifibre
Nutrini Peptisorb
Nutriplen
Nutriplen Protein
Nutriplen Starter Pack
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Nutrison
Nutrison Energy (as a supplement)
Nutrison Energy Multifibre
Nutrison MCT (as a supplement)
Nutrison Multifibre
Nutrison Soya
Nutrison Soya Multifibre
Nutrison 800 Complete Multi Fibre
Nutrison 1200 Complete Multi Fibre
Optifibre
Osmolite
Osmolite 1.5 kcal (as a supplement)
Osmolite Plus
PaediaSure
PaediaSure Fibre
PaediaSure Peptide
PaediaSure Plus
PaediaSure Plus Fibre
Resource 2.0 Fibre
Resource Dessert Energy (as a supplement)
Resource Energy
Resource Fruit (as a supplement)
Resource Junior (as a supplement)
Resource ThickenUp without Vitamins and Minerals
Resource ThickenUp Clear
Resource Ready Thickened Drinks
Slo Drinks (Blackcurrant, Hot Chocolate, Lemon, Orange, White Coffee and White Tea Flavours)
SMA Staydown
Survimed OPD (as a supplement)
Survimed OPD HN
Tentrini
Tentrini Energy
Tentrini Energy Multi Fibre
Tentrini Multi Fibre
Thick and Easy (as a thickener)
Thick and Easy Clear
Thicken Aid (as a thickener)
Thixo-D (as a thickener)
Vital 1.5kcal
Vitaquick (as a thickener)

ECZEMA
See: Dermatitis

EPILEPSY (KETOGENIC DIET IN)
Alembicol D
Betaquik
Carbzero
Ketocal 3:1
Ketocal 4:1
Ketocal 4:1 LQ
Liquigen
MCT Oil
ESTABLISHED GLUTEN-SENSITIVE ENTEROPATHIES

Barkat brown rice pizza crust
Barkat gluten-free all purpose flour mix
Barkat gluten-free biscuits
Barkat gluten-free bread mix
Barkat gluten-free brown rice bread
Barkat gluten-free buckwheat pasta (penne, spirals)
Barkat gluten-free cornflakes
Barkat gluten-free crackers
Barkat gluten-free crispbread
Barkat gluten-free digestive biscuits
Barkat gluten-free home fresh bread rolls
Barkat gluten-free home fresh country loaf
Barkat gluten-free lasagne
Barkat gluten-free par-baked baguettes
Barkat gluten-free par-baked rolls
Barkat gluten-free par-baked white bread
Barkat gluten-free par-baked white sliced bread
Barkat gluten-free pasta (alphabet, animal shapes, macaroni, shells, spaghetti, spirals, tagliatelle)
Barkat gluten-free porridge flakes
Barkat gluten-free potato pasta gnocchi
Barkat gluten-free round crackers
Barkat gluten-free wheat-free multi grain bread
Barkat gluten-free white rice bread
Barkat gluten-free wholemeal sliced bread
Barkat white rice pizza crust
BiAlimenta gluten-free pasta (acini di pepe (pasta grains), formati misti (variety pack), penne, sagnette, spirali (spirals), tubetti)
BiAlimenta gluten-free potato pasta gnocchi
BiAlimenta gluten-free potato pasta perle di gnocchi
Dietary Specials gluten-free cracker bread
Dietary Specials gluten-free pizza bases
Dietary Specials gluten-free white multigrain sliced loaf
Ener-G gluten-free brown rice bread
Ener-G gluten-free cookies (vanilla flavour)
Ener-G gluten-free dinner rolls
Ener-G gluten-free rice loaf
Ener-G gluten-free rice pasta (lasagna, macaroni, small shells, spaghetti, vermicelli)
Ener-G gluten-free Seattle brown loaf
Ener-G gluten-free tapioca bread
Ener-G gluten-free white long rolls
Ener-G gluten-free white rice bread
Ener-G gluten-free white round rolls
Ener-G gluten-free xanthan gum
Finax gluten-free coarse flour mix
Finax gluten-free fibre bread mix
Finax gluten-free flour mix
Genius gluten-free brown bread
Genius gluten-free white bread
Genius gluten-free sandwich bread (brown sliced)
Genius gluten-free sandwich bread (white sliced)
Genius gluten-free sliced brown bread
Genius gluten-free sliced white bread
Glutafin gluten-free 4 white rolls
Glutafin gluten-free baguettes
Glutafin gluten-free biscuits
Glutafin gluten-free bread mix
Glutafin gluten-free cornflakes
Glutafin gluten-free crackers
Glutafin gluten-free digestive biscuits
Glutafin gluten-free fibre bread mix
Glutafin gluten-free fibre loaf (sliced)
Glutafin gluten-free high fibre crackers
Glutafin gluten-free mini crackers
Glutafin gluten-free multipurpose white mix
Glutafin gluten-free part-baked 2 long white rolls
Glutafin gluten-free part-baked 4 fibre rolls
Glutafin gluten-free part-baked 4 white rolls
Glutafin gluten-free pasta (lasagne, long-cut spaghetti, macaroni penne, shells, spirals, tagliatelle nests)
Glutafin gluten-free pasta fibre (fusilli, spaghetti)
Glutafin gluten-free pizza base
Glutafin gluten-free savoury shorts
Glutafin gluten-free shortbread biscuit
Glutafin gluten-free sweet biscuits (without chocolate or sultanas)
Glutafin gluten-free tea biscuits
Glutafin gluten-free white loaf (sliced)
Glutafin gluten-free Select bread mix
Glutafin gluten-free Select fibre bread mix
Glutafin gluten-free Select fibre loaf (sliced)
Glutafin gluten-free Select fresh brown loaf (sliced)
Glutafin gluten free Select fresh white loaf (sliced)
Glutafin gluten-free Select multipurpose fibre mix
Glutafin gluten-free Select multipurpose white mix
Glutafin gluten-free Select seeded loaf (sliced)
Glutafin gluten-free Select white loaf (sliced)
Glutafin gluten-free wheat-free fibre mix
Glutenex gluten-free white bread mix
Gratis gluten-free pasta (alphabets, macaroni, shells, short cut spaghetti, spirals)
Heron Foods Organic gluten-free bread mix
Innovative Solutions Pure brown rice flour
Innovative Solutions Pure potato flour
Innovative Solutions Pure gluten-free blended flour
Innovative Solutions Pure xanthan gum
Innovative Solutions Pure tapioca flour
Innovative Solutions Pure teff brown flour
Innovative solutions Pure teff white flour
Innovative Solutions Pure white rice flour
Just: gluten-free good white bread
Just: gluten-free good white rolls
Just: gluten-free white sandwich bread
Juvela gluten-free bread rolls
Juvela gluten-free cornflakes
Juvela gluten-free crackers
Juvela gluten-free crispbread
Juvela gluten-free crispy rice cereal
Juvela gluten-free digestive biscuits
Juvela gluten-free fibre bread rolls
Juvela gluten-free fibre flakes
Juvela gluten-free fibre linguine
Juvela gluten-free fibre loaf (sliced and unsliced)
Juvela gluten-free fibre mix
Juvela gluten-free fibre penne
Juvela gluten-free flake
Juvela gluten-free flakes
Juvela gluten-free fresh fibre rolls
Juvela gluten-free fresh white rolls
Juvela gluten-free fresh sliced fibre loaf
Juvela gluten-free fresh sliced white loaf
Juvela gluten-free harvest mix
Juvela gluten-free lasagne
Juvela gluten-free loaf (sliced and unsliced)
Juvela gluten-free mix
Juvela gluten-free part-baked bread rolls
Juvela gluten-free part-baked fibre bread rolls
Juvela gluten-free part-baked fibre loaf
Juvela gluten-free part-baked loaf
Juvela gluten-free pasta (fusilli, lasagne, macaroni, spaghetti)
Juvela gluten-free pizza base
Juvela gluten-free pure oats
Juvela gluten-free savoury biscuits
Juvela gluten-free sweet biscuits
Juvela gluten-free tagliatelle
Juvela gluten-free tea biscuits
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Lifestyle gluten-free bread rolls
Lifestyle gluten-free brown bread
Lifestyle gluten-free high fibre bread
Lifestyle gluten-free high fibre bread rolls
Lifestyle gluten-free white bread
Livwell gluten-free baguette
Livwell gluten-free flat bread
Livwell gluten-free sliced white bread
Livwell gluten-free square dinner rolls (part baked)
Livwell gluten-free tear drop flat breads
Livwell gluten-free toasting bread buns
Livwell gluten-free white baguette
Mrs Crimbles gluten-free bread mix
Mrs Crimbles gluten-free fresh bread
Mrs Crimbles gluten-free pastry mix
Mums Mill gluten-free quick bread mix
Nairns gluten-free oat porridge
Nairns gluten-free wholegrain crackers
Orgran bread mix
Orgran gluten-free buckwheat spirals pasta
Orgran gluten-free corn spirals pasta
Orgran gluten-free pizza & pastry mix
Orgran gluten-free rice spirals
Orgran gluten-free rice and millet spirals
Orgran gluten-free ris o'mais (rice and maize) lasagne, ris o'mais spirals
Orgran ris 'o' mais macaroni
Orgran self-raising flour
Proceli brown rice bread
Proceli part-baked baguettes
Proceli pizza bases
Proceli sandwich bread
Proceli sandwich rice bread
Proceli sliced white bread
Proceli white flour
Rizopia brown rice pasta (fusilli, lasagne, penne, spaghetti)
Tobia Teff brown flour
Tobia Teff white flour
Tritamyl gluten-free brown bread mix
Tritamyl gluten-free flour mix
Tritamyl gluten-free white bread mix
Ultra gluten-free crackerbread
Ultra gluten-free pizza base
Warburtons gluten-free bran crackers
Warburtons gluten-free brown bread
Warburtons gluten-free brown rolls
Warburtons gluten-free white baguettes
Warburtons gluten-free white bread
Warburtons gluten-free white rolls
Warburtons gluten-free white thin rolls
Wellfoods gluten-free burger buns
Wellfoods gluten-free flour alternative
Wellfoods gluten-free loaf
Wellfoods gluten-free pizza bases
Wellfoods gluten-free rolls
Wellfoods gluten-free sliced loaf

ESTABLISHED GLUTEN-SENSITIVE ENTEROPATHIES WITH COEXISTING ESTABLISHED WHEAT SENSITIVITY

Barkat gluten-free bread and cake mix
Barkat gluten-free hi-fibre bread mix
Ener-G gluten-free pizza bases
Ener-G gluten-free Seattle brown rolls (hamburgers)
Ener-G gluten-free Seattle brown rolls (hot dogs)
Ener-G gluten-free six flour loaf
Glutafin Crisp Bread

December 2015
FLAVOURING FOR USE WITH ANY UNFLAVOURED PRODUCT BASED ON PEPTIDES OR AMINO ACIDS
SHS Flavour Modjul
SHS Flavour Sachet

GALACTOKINASE DEFICIENCY AND GALACTOSAEMIA
Galactomin 17
Prosobee Liquid and Powder
Wysoy

GASTRECTOMY (TOTAL)
Alicalm
Aymes Complete
Aymes Complete Starter Pack
Aymes Shake
Aymes Shake Sample Pack
Complan Shake (as a supplement)
Ensure
Ensure Plus Commence (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Creme (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Fibre
Ensure Plus Juce (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Liquid Feed (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Milk Shake Style (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Savoury (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Yoghurt Style (as a supplement)
Ensure Shake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
Ensure TwoCal
Foodlink Complete
Forticreme Complete (as a supplement)
Fortijuce (as a supplement)
Fortijuce Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortisip Bottle (as a supplement)
Fortisip Compact
Fortisip Compact Fibre
Fortisip Compact Fibre Starter Pack
Fortisip Compact Protein
Fortisip Compact Starter Pack
Fortisip Extra (as a supplement)
Fortisip Extra Starter Pack
Fortisip Multifibre (as a supplement)
Fortisip Range Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortisip Yogurt Style
Frebini
Frebini Energy
Frebini Energy Drink (Strawberry and Banana Flavours)
Frebini Energy Fibre
Frebini Energy Fibre Drink
Frebini Original Fibre
Fresubin 1000 Complete
Fresubin 1200 Complete
Fresubin 1500 Complete
Fresubin 1800 Complete
Fresubin 2250 Complete
Fresubin 2Kcal Creme
Fresubin 2Kcal Drink
Fresubin 2Kcal Fibre Drink
Fresubin Energy
Fresubin Energy Fibre Sip Feed
Fresubin Energy Fibre (Neutral) Tube Feed
Fresubin HP Energy (as a supplement)
Fresubin HP Energy Fibre
Fresubin Jucy Drink
Fresubin Liquid and Sip Feeds
Fresubin Original Fibre
Fresubin Powder Extra
Fresubin Protein Energy Drink (as a supplement)
Fresubin Soya Fibre
Jevity
Jevity Plus
Jevity Plus HP
Jevity Promote
Jevity 1.5kcal
Modulen IBD
Nutilis Complete Stage 1
Nutilis Complete Stage 2
Nutilis Fruit Stage 3
Nutricrem
Nutricrem Starter Pack
Nutrini Energy
Nutrini Energy Multifibre
Nutrini Low Energy Multifibre
Nutrini Multifibre
Nutrini Peptisorb
Nutriplen
Nutriplen Protein
Nutriplen Starter Pack
Nutrison
Nutrison Energy (as a supplement)
Nutrison Energy Multifibre
Nutrison MCT (as a supplement)
Nutrison Multifibre
Nutrison Soya
Nutrison Soya Multifibre
Nutrison 800 Complete Multi Fibre
Nutrison 1200 Complete Multi Fibre
Optifibre
Osmolite
Osmolite 1.5 kcal (as a supplement)
Osmolite Plus
Paediasure Peptide
Peptamen AF
Perative (as a supplement)
Renilon 7.5
Resource 2.0 Fibre
Resource Dessert Energy (as a supplement)
Resource Energy
Resource Fruit (as a supplement)
Resource Junior (as a supplement)
Survimed OPD (as a supplement)
Survimed OPD HN
Tentrini
Tentrini Energy
Tentrini Energy Multi Fibre
Tentrini Multi Fibre
Vital 1.5kcal
GLUCOSE/GALACTOSE INTOLERANCE
Galactomin 19 (Fructose Formula)
See: Carbohydrate Malabsorption

GLUTARIC ACIDURIA
GA1 Anamix Infant
GA1 Anamix Junior
GA amino5
GA Gel
XLYS LOW TRY Maxamaid
XLYS TRY Glutaridon

GLUTEN-SENSITIVE ENTEROPATHIES
See: Established Gluten Sensitive Enteropathy

GLUTEN-SENSITIVE ENTEROPATHIES WITH COEXISTING ESTABLISHED WHEAT SENSITIVITY
See: Established Gluten Sensitive Enteropathy with coexisting established wheat sensitivity

GLYCOGEN STORAGE DISEASE
Corn Flour or Corn Starch
Dextrose
Glucose
Glycosade
Maxijul Super Soluble
Polycal (Liquid & Powder)
Pro-Cal Powder
Pro-Cal shot
Pro-Cal shot starter pack
Vitajoule
Vitasavoury
Vitasavoury starter pack

GROWTH FAILURE (DISEASE RELATED)
Fortini
Fortini 1.0 Multi Fibre
Fortini Creamy Fruit Multi Fibre
Fortini Multi Fibre
Fortini Smoothie Multi Fibre
Frebini
Frebini Energy
Frebini Energy Drink (Strawberry and Banana Flavours)
Frebini Energy Fibre
Frebini Energy Fibre Drink
Frebini Original Fibre
Nutrini
Nutrini Energy
Nutrini Energy Multifibre
Nutrini Low Energy Multifibre
Nutrini Multifibre
Nutrini Peptisorb
PaediaSure
PaediaSure Fibre
PaediaSure Peptide
PaediaSure Plus
PaediaSure Plus Fibre
PaediaSure Plus Juce
SMA High Energy
Similac Alimentum
Similac High Energy
Survimed OPD
Tentrini
Tentrini Energy
Tentrini Energy Multi Fibre
Tentrini Multi Fibre

HAEMODIALYSIS
See: Dialysis

HISTIDINAEMIA
See: Low-Protein Products
Synthetic Diets

HOMOCYSTINURIA
HCU Anamix Infant
HCU Anamix Junior
HCU Cooler 10
HCU Cooler 15
HCU Cooler 20
HCU Express 15
HCU Express 20
HCU Gel
HCU Lophlex LQ 20 Juicy Berries
HCU-LV (Unflavoured and Tropical Flavour)
Nutramigen PurAmino
Vitaflav Flavour Pac
XMET Homidon
XMET Maxamaid
XMET Maxamum
See: Low-Protein Products
Synthetic Diets

HYPERLIPOPROTEINAEMIA TYPE 1
Alembicol-D (MCT Oil)
Liquigen
MCT Oil
Monogen

HYPERLYSINAEMIA
HYPER LYS Anamix Infant
XLYS Maxamaid

HYPERMETHIONINAEMIA
HCU Anamix Infant
HCU-LV (Unflavoured and Tropical Flavour)
XMET Homidon
XMET Maxamaid
XMET Maxamum

HYPERPHENYLALANINEMIA
XPhe jump cola
XPhe jump neutral
XPhe jump orange
XPhe jump wild berries

HYPOGLYCAEMIA
See: Glycogen Storage Disease

HYPOPROTEINAEMIA
Dialamine
ProSource Jelly (Orange and Fruit Punch Flavours)
Prosource Liquid
Prosource Plus
Protifar
Renapro
ILEOANAL POUCHITIS
For use under the supervision of a physician for the maintenance of remission of ileoanal pouchitis only in adults as induced by antibiotics
VSL#3

INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE
Alicalm
Aymes Complete
Aymes Complete Starter Pack
Aymes Shake
Aymes Shake Sample Pack
Complan Shake (as a supplement)
Elemental 028 Extra
Elemental 028 Extra (Liquid)
Emsogen
Ensure
Ensure Plus Commence (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Creme (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Fibre
Ensure Plus Juce (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Liquid Feed (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Milk Shake Style (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Savoury (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Yoghurt Style (as a supplement)
Ensure Shake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
Ensure TwoCal
Foodlink Complete
Forticreme Complete (as a supplement)
Fortijuice (as a supplement)
Fortijuice Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortisip Bottle (as a supplement)
Fortisip Compact
Fortisip Compact Fibre
Fortisip Compact Fibre Starter Pack
Fortisip Compact Protein
Fortisip Compact Protein Starter Pack
Fortisip Compact Starter Pack
Fortisip Extra (as a supplement)
Fortisip Extra Starter Pack
Fortisip Multifibre (as a supplement)
Fortisip Range Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortisip Yogurt Style
Frebini
Frebini Energy
Frebini Energy Drink (Strawberry and Banana Flavours)
Frebini Energy Fibre
Frebini Energy Fibre Drink
Frebini Original Fibre
Fresubin 1000 Complete
Fresubin 1200 Complete
Fresubin 1500 Complete
Fresubin 1800 Complete
Fresubin 2250 Complete
Fresubin 2Kcal Creme
Fresubin 2Kcal Drink
Fresubin 2Kcal Fibre Drink
Fresubin Energy
Fresubin Energy Fibre Sip Feed
Fresubin Energy Fibre (Neutral) Tube Feed
Fresubin HP Energy (as a supplement)
Fresubin HP Energy Fibre
Fresubin Jucy Drink
Fresubin Liquid & Sip Feeds
Fresubin Original Fibre
Fresubin Powder Extra
Fresubin Protein Energy Drink (as a supplement)
Fresubin Soya Fibre
Part X  Borderline Substances – List B

- Infatrini Peptisorb
- Jevity
- Jevity Plus
- Jevity Plus HP
- Jevity Promote
- Jevity 1.5kcal
- Modulen IBD
- Nutilis Complete Stage 1
- Nutilis Complete Stage 2
- Nutilis Fruit Stage 3
- Nutricrem
- Nutricrem Starter Pack
- Nutrini Energy
- Nutrini Multifibre
- Nutrini Peptisorb
- Nutriplen
- Nutriplen Protein
- Nutriplen Starter Pack
- Nutrison
- Nutrison Energy (as a supplement)
- Nutrison Energy Multifibre
- Nutrison MCT (as a supplement)
- Nutrison Multifibre
- Nutrison Peptisorb
- Nutrison Soya
- Nutrison Soya Multifibre
- Nutrison 800 Complete Multi Fibre
- Nutrison 1200 Complete Multi Fibre
- Optifibre
- Osmolite
- Osmolite 1.5 kcal (as a supplement)
- Osmolite Plus
- Paediasure Peptide
- Peptamen
- Peptamen AF
- Peptamen HN
- Peptamen Junior Advance
- Peptamen Junior Liquid
- Peptamen Junior Powder
- Perative (as a supplement)
- Renilon 7.5
- Resource 2.0 Fibre
- Resource Dessert Energy (as a supplement)
- Resource Energy
- Resource Fruit (as a supplement)
- Resource Junior (as a supplement)
- Survimed OPD (as a supplement)
- Survimed OPD HN
- Tentrini
- Tentrini Energy
- Tentrini Energy Multi Fibre
- Tentrini Multi Fibre
- Vital 1.5kcal

INHERITED METABOLIC DISORDERS
- DocOmega
- KeyOmega
- ProZero
- S.O.S. 10
- S.O.S. 15
- S.O.S. 20
- S.O.S. 25
INTESTINAL LYMPHANGIECTASIA

INTESTINAL SURGERY
See: Malabsorption

ISOMALTOSE INTOLERANCE
See: Carbohydrate Malabsorption

ISOVALERIC ACIDAEMIA
IVA Anamix Infant
IVA Anamix Junior
XLEU Maxamaid

LACTOSE INTOLERANCE
See: Carbohydrate Malabsorption

LIPOPROTEIN LIPASE DEFICIENCY (PRIMARY AND SECONDARY)
Monogen

LIVER FAILURE
Alembicol D
Aminex low-protein biscuits
Aminex low-protein cookies
Aminex low-protein rusks
Aproten low-protein bread mix
Aproten low-protein cake mix
Aproten low-protein pasta (anellini)
Ener-G low-protein egg replacer
Ener-G low-protein rice bread
Fate low-protein all-purpose mix
Fate low-protein cake mix
Fate low-protein chocolate flavour cake mix
Heparon Junior
Juvela low-protein bread rolls
Juvela low-protein chocolate chip, orange and cinnamon flavour cookies
Juvela low-protein loaf (sliced)
Juvela low-protein mix
Juvela low-protein pizza base
Liquigen
Loprofin low-protein breakfast cereal (flakes, loops)
Loprofin low-protein chocolate and vanilla flavour cream wafers
Loprofin low-protein crackers
Loprofin low-protein dessert mixes
Loprofin low-protein egg replacer
Loprofin low-protein egg white replacer
Loprofin low-protein mix
Loprofin low-protein part baked bread rolls
Loprofin low-protein part baked sliced loaf
Loprofin low-protein pasta (animal shapes, fusilli, lasagne, long-cut spaghetti, macaroni elbows, penne, tagliatelle)
Loprofin low-protein rice
MCT Oil
Nepro HP
Promin low-protein burger mix
Promin low-protein fresh baked sliced bread
Promin low-protein pasta (alphabets, flat noodles, macaroni, shells, short cut spaghetti, spirals)
Promin low-protein pastameal
Promin low-protein tricolour pasta (alphabets, shells and spirals)
Promin LP Mac Pot (macaroni cheese, tomato macaroni)
Promin LP Potato Pot (cabbage bacon flavour & croutons, onions & croutons, sausage flavour & croutons)
Promin LP X-Pot (all day scramble, beef & tomato, chip shop curry, rogan style curry)
Ultra low-protein canned brown bread
Ultra low-protein canned white bread
Vita-Bite
LONG CHAIN ACYL-COA DEHYDROGENASE DEFICIENCY (LCAD)

Monogen

LOW-PROTEIN PRODUCTS

- Aproten low-protein bread mix
- Aproten low-protein pasta (anellini)
- Ener-G low-protein egg replacer
- Ener-G low-protein rice bread
- Fate low-protein all-purpose mix
- Fate low-protein cake mix
- Fate low-protein chocolate flavour cake mix
- Fate low-protein potato mix
- Juvela low-protein bread rolls
- Juvela low-protein chocolate chip, orange and cinnamon flavour cookies
- Juvela low-protein loaf (sliced)
- Juvela low-protein mix
- Juvela low-protein pizza base
- Loprofin chocolate flavour cake mix
- Loprofin lemon flavour cake mix
- Loprofin low-protein breakfast cereal (flakes, loops)
- Loprofin low-protein chocolate and vanilla flavour cream wafers
- Loprofin low-protein crackers
- Loprofin low-protein crunch bar
- Loprofin low-protein dessert mixes
- Loprofin low-protein egg replacer
- Loprofin low-protein egg white replacer
- Loprofin low-protein herb crackers
- Loprofin low-protein mix
- Loprofin low-protein part baked bread rolls
- Loprofin low-protein part baked sliced loaf
- Loprofin low-protein pasta (animal shapes, fusilli, lasagne, long-cut spaghetti, macaroni elbows, penne, tagliatelle)
- Loprofin low-protein rice
- Mevalia low-protein anellini
- Mevalia low-protein bread mix
- Mevalia low-protein burger mix
- Mevalia low-protein cake mix
- Mevalia low-protein choco chip
- Mevalia low-protein ciabattine
- Mevalia low-protein crostini
- Mevalia low-protein ditali pasta
- Mevalia low-protein fette biscottate
- Mevalia low-protein frollini
- Mevalia low-protein fusilli
- Mevalia low-protein magdalenas
- Mevalia low-protein pan carre
- Mevalia low-protein pan rustico
- Mevalia low-protein penne
- Mevalia low-protein pizza base
- Mevalia low-protein rice replacer
- Mevalia low-protein spaghetti
- Milupa LP drink
- PK Foods Aminex low-protein biscuits
- PK Foods Aminex low-protein cookies
- PK Foods Aminex low-protein rusk
- PK Foods low-protein crispbread
- PK Foods low-protein pasta spirals
- PK Foods low-protein white sliced bread
- PKU-Gel
Promin low-protein apple and sage sausage mix
Promin low-protein breakfast bar (apple & cinnamon, banana, cranberry and chocolate & cranberry flavours)
Promin low-protein burger mix
Promin low-protein caramel dessert
Promin low-protein cheese sauce mix
Promin low-protein cooked and flavoured pasta snax
Promin low-protein cous cous
Promin low-protein creamy chicken soup with croutons
Promin low-protein creamy tomato soup with croutons
Promin low-protein croutons
Promin low-protein custard dessert
Promin low-protein dessert (chocolate & banana and strawberry & vanilla flavours)
Promin low-protein flour
Promin low-protein fresh baked sliced bread
Promin low-protein hot breakfast (apple & cinnamon, banana, chocolate and original flavours)
Promin low-protein imitation rice
Promin low-protein imitation rice pudding (apple, banana, strawberry and original flavours)
Promin low-protein lamb and mint burger mix
Promin low-protein lasagne sheets
Promin low-protein minestrone soup with croutons
Promin low-protein pasta (alphabets, flat noodles, macaroni, shells, short cut spaghetti, spirals)
Promin low-protein pasta in sauce (cheese and broccoli, tomato pepper and herb flavours)
Promin low-protein pastameal
Promin low-protein pasta spirals in a Moroccan type sauce
Promin low-protein pea and mint soup with croutons
Promin low-protein pizza base mix
Promin low-protein potato cake mix
Promin low-protein Promin Plus
Promin low-protein sausage mix
Promin low-protein tomato and basil sausage mix
Promin low-protein tricolour pasta (alphabets, shells, spirals)
Promin low-protein white bread mix
Promin LP Mac Pot (macaroni cheese, tomato macaroni)
Promin LP Potato Pot (cabbage bacon flavour & croutons, onions & croutons, sausage flavour & croutons)
Promin LP X-Pot (all day scramble, beef & tomato, chip shop curry, rogan style curry)
Taranis low-protein cake (apricot, lemon, pear)
Taranis low-protein hazelnut spread
Ultra low-protein canned brown bread
Ultra low-protein canned white bread
Vita-Bite

Inherited metabolic disorders, renal or liver failure requiring a low-protein diet.

MALABSORPTION STATES
(See also: gluten-sensitive enteropathies, liver failure, carbohydrate malabsorption, intestinal lymphangiectasia, milk intolerance and synthetic diets)

a) Protein sources
Alfamino
Althera
Caprilon
Duocal (Super Soluble)
MCT Pepdite
MCT Pepdite 1+
Neocate Active (unflavoured and blackcurrant flavour)
Neocate Advance (Unflavoured, banana vanilla flavour and strawberry vanilla flavour)
Neocate LCP
Neocate Spoon
Nutramigen PurAmino
Pepdite
Pepdite 1+
Pepdite 1 + (Banana Flavour)
b) **Fat sources**
   Alembicol D  
   Calogen  
   Calogen Extra  
   Calogen Extra Shots  
   Fresubin 5Kcal Shot  
   Liquigen  
   MCT Oil  
   MCT Pepdite  
   MCT Pepdite 1+  
   Pro-Cal Powder  
   Pro-Cal shot  
   Pro-Cal shot starter pack  
   Vitasavoury  
   Vitasavoury starter pack  

c) **Carbohydrate sources**
   Maxijul Super Soluble  
   Nutrini Energy  
   Nutrini Multifibre  
   Nutrini Peptisorb  
   Optifibre  
   Polycal (Liquid & Powder)  
   Pro-Cal Powder  
   Pro-Cal shot  
   Pro-Cal shot starter pack  
   Renilon 7.5  
   Vitajoule  
   Vitasavoury  
   Vitasavoury starter pack  

d) **Fat/Carbohydrate sources**
   Calshake  
   Duocal (Super Soluble)  
   Enshake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)  
   Scandishake Mix Flavoured and Unflavoured  

e) **Complete Feeds**
   For use as the sole source of nutrition or as necessary nutritional supplements prescribed on medical grounds  
   Alicalm  
   Cow & Gate Pepti-Junior  
   Elemental 028 Extra  
   Elemental 028 Extra (Liquid)  
   Emsogen  
   Ensure  
   Foodlink Complete  
   Fortisip Yogurt Style  
   Frebini  
   Frebini Energy  
   Frebini Energy Drink (Strawberry and Banana Flavours)  
   Frebini Energy Fibre  
   Frebini Energy Fibre Drink  
   Frebini Original Fibre  
   Fresubin 1000 Complete  
   Fresubin 1200 Complete  
   Fresubin 1800 Complete  
   Fresubin 2250 Complete  
   Fresubin Energy  
   Fresubin Energy Fibre Sip Feed  
   Fresubin Energy Fibre (Neutral) Tube Feed  
   Fresubin Liquid and Sip Feeds  
   Fresubin Soya Fibre  
   Infatrini
Infatrini Peptisorb
Jevity
Jevity Plus
Jevity Plus HP
Jevity Promote
Jevity 1.5kcal
Lipistart
MCT Pepdite
MCT Pepdite 1+
MCT Procal
Modulen IBD
Monogen
Nutilis Complete Stage 1
Nutilis Complete Stage 2
Nutricrem
Nutricrem Starter Pack
Nutrini
Nutrini Energy
Nutrini Energy Multi Fibre
Nutrini Low Energy Multi Fibre
Nutrini Multifibre
Nutrini Peptisorb
Nutriplen
Nutriplen Protein
Nutriplen Starter Pack
Nutrison
Nutrison Energy Multifibre
Nutrison Multifibre
Nutrison Peptisorb
Nutrison Soya
Nutrison Soya Multifibre
Nutrition 800 Complete Multi Fibre
Nutrition 1200 Complete Multi Fibre
Osmolite
PaediaSure
PaediaSure Fibre
PaediaSure Peptide
PaediaSure Plus
PaediaSure Plus Fibre
Pepdite
Pepdite 1+
Pepdite 1+ (Banana Flavour)
Peptamen
Peptamen AF
Peptamen HN
Peptamen Junior Advance
Peptamen Junior Liquid
Peptamen Junior Powder
Pregestimil Lipil
Resource 2.0 Fibre
Resource Energy
SMA High Energy
Similac Alimentum
Similac High Energy
Tentrini
Tentrini Energy
Tentrini Energy Multi Fibre
Tentrini Multi Fibre
Vital 1.5kcal
f) Nutritional supplements
   Necessary nutritional supplements prescribed on medical grounds (products should be labelled to state that
   they are to be taken under dietetic supervision and that a maximum of x mls containing 80g protein
   (approximately y cans/packs) may be taken per day)
   Aymes Complete
   Aymes Complete Starter Pack
   Aymes Shake
   Aymes Shake Sample Pack
   Complan Shake
   Ensure Plus Commence
   Ensure Plus Creme
   Ensure Plus Fibre
   Ensure Plus Juce
   Ensure Plus Liquid Feed
   Ensure Plus Milk Shake Style
   Ensure Plus Savoury
   Ensure Plus Yoghurt Style
   Ensure Shake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
   Ensure TwoCal
   Fortijucrème Complete
   Fortijuce
   Fortijuce Starter Pack
   Fortisip Bottle
   Fortisip Compact
   Fortisip Compact Fibre
   Fortisip Compact Fibre Starter Pack
   Fortisip Compact Protein
   Fortisip Compact Protein Starter Pack
   Fortisip Compact Starter Pack
   Fortisip Extra
   Fortisip Extra Starter Pack
   Fortisip Multifibre
   Fortisip Range Starter Pack
   Fresubin 1500 Complete
   Fresubin 2Kcal Creme
   Fresubin 2Kcal Drink
   Fresubin 2Kcal Fibre Drink
   Fresubin HP Energy
   Fresubin HP Energy Fibre
   Fresubin Jucy Drink
   Fresubin Original Fibre
   Fresubin Powder Extra
   Fresubin Protein Energy Drink
   Nutilis Fruit Stage 3
   Nutrison Energy
   Nutrison MCT
   Optifibre
   Osmolite 1.5 kcal
   Perative
   Renilon 7.5
   Resource Fruit
   Survimed OPD
   Survimed OPD HN
   g) Vitamins - as appropriate
      See: Synthetic Diets
   h) Vitamins and Minerals
      Energivit
      FruitiVits
      Paediatric Seravit
MALNUTRITION (DISEASE RELATED)

Alicalm
Aymes Complete
Aymes Complete Starter Pack
Aymes Shake
Aymes Shake Sample Pack
Calogen
Calogen Extra
Calogen Extra Shots
Calshake
Complan Shake (as a supplement)
Duocal (Super Soluble)
Enshake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
Ensure
Ensure Compact (Banana, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
Ensure Plus Advance
Ensure Plus Commence (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Creme (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Fibre
Ensure Plus Juce (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Liquid Feed (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Milk Shake Style (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Savoury (as a supplement)
Ensure Plus Yoghurt Style (as a supplement)
Ensure Shake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
Ensure TwoCal
Foodlink Complete
Forticreme Complete (as a supplement)
Fortijuice (as a supplement)
Fortijuice Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortini (as a supplement)
Fortini 1.0 Multi Fibre
Fortini Creamy Fruit Multi Fibre
Fortini Multi Fibre (as a supplement)
Fortini Smoothie Multi Fibre (as a supplement)
Fortisip Bottle (as a supplement)
Fortisip Compact
Fortisip Compact Fibre
Fortisip Compact Fibre Starter Pack
Fortisip Compact Protein
Fortisip Compact Protein Starter Pack
Fortisip Compact Starter Pack
Fortisip Extra (as a supplement)
Fortisip Extra Starter Pack
Fortisip Multifibre (as a supplement)
Fortisip Range Starter Pack (as a supplement)
Fortisip Yogurt Style
Frebini
Frebini Energy
Frebini Energy Drink (Strawberry and Banana Flavours)
Frebini Energy Fibre
Frebini Energy Fibre Drink
Frebini Original Fibre
Fresubin 1000 Complete
Fresubin 1200 Complete
Fresubin 1500 Complete
Fresubin 1800 Complete
Fresubin 2250 Complete
Fresubin 2Kcal Creme
Fresubin 2Kcal Drink
Fresubin 2Kcal Fibre Drink
Fresubin 5Kcal Shot
Fresubin Energy
Fresubin Energy Fibre Sip Feed
Fresubin Energy Fibre (Neutral) Tube Feed
Fresubin HP Energy (as a supplement)
Fresubin HP Energy Fibre
Fresubin Jucy Drink
Fresubin Liquid & Sip Feeds
Fresubin Original Fibre
Fresubin Powder Extra
Fresubin Protein Energy Drink (as a supplement)
Fresubin Soya Fibre
Fresubin Thickened
Fresubin YOcreme
Infatrini
Infatrini Peptisorb
Jevity
Jevity Plus
Jevity Plus HP
Jevity Promote
Jevity 1.5kcal
Maxijul Super Soluble
Modulen IBD
Nutilis Complete Stage 1
Nutilis Complete Stage 2
Nutilis Fruit Stage 3
Nutricrem
Nutricrem Starter Pack
Nutrini
Nutrini Energy
Nutrini Energy Multifibre
Nutrini Low Energy Multifibre
Nutrini Multifibre
Nutrini Peptisorb
Nutriplen
Nutriplen Protein
Nutriplen Starter Pack
Nutrison
Nutrison Energy (as a supplement)
Nutrison Energy Multifibre
Nutrison MCT (as a supplement)
Nutrison Multifibre
Nutrison Protein Plus
Nutrison Protein Plus Multifibre
Nutrison Soya
Nutrison Soya Multifibre
Nutrison 800 Complete Multi Fibre
Nutrison 1000 Complete Multi Fibre
Nutrison 1200 Complete Multi Fibre
Optifibre
Osmolite
Osmolite 1.5 kcal (as a supplement)
Osmolite Plus
PaediaSure
PaediaSure Fibre
PaediaSure Peptide
PaediaSure Plus
PaediaSure Plus Fibre
PaediaSure Plus Juce
Peptamen AF
Perative (as a supplement)
Polycal (Liquid & Powder)
Pro-Cal Powder
Pro-Cal shot
Pro-Cal shot starter pack
Renilon 7.5
Resource 2.0 Fibre
Resource Dessert Energy (as a supplement)
Resource Energy
Resource Fruit (as a supplement)
Resource Junior (as a supplement)
Respirfor
Scandishake Mix Flavoured and Unflavoured
SMA High Energy
Similac Alimentum
Similac High Energy
Survived OPD (as a supplement)
Survived OPD HN
Tentrini
Tentrini Energy
Tentrini Energy Multi Fibre
Tentrini Multi Fibre
TwoCal RTH
Vitajoule
Vital 1.5kcal
Vitasavoury
Vitasavoury starter pack

MAPLE SYRUP URINE DISEASE
MSUD Aid III
MSUD amino5
MSUD Anamix Infant
MSUD Anamix Junior
MSUD Anamix Junior LQ Orange
MSUD Cooler 10
MSUD Cooler 15
MSUD Cooler 20
MSUD Express 15
MSUD Express 20
MSUD Gel
MSUD Lophlex LQ 20 Juicy Berries
MSUD Maxamaid
MSUD Maxamum
See: Low-Protein Products
Synthetic Diets

METHYLMALONIC ACIDAEMIA
MMA/PA amino5
MMA/PA Anamix Infant
MMA/PA Anamix Junior
XMTVI Asadon
XMTVI Maxamaid
XMTVI Maxamum
MILK PROTEIN SENSITIVITY
Alfamino
Althera
Fresubin Soya Fibre
Milupa Aptamil Pepti 1 (Allergy)
Milupa Aptamil Pepti 2 (Allergy)
Neocate LCP
Neocate Spoon
Nutramigen 1 with LGG
Nutramigen Lipil 1 NEW
Nutramigen PurAmino
Prosobee Liquid and Powder
Wysoy
See: Synthetic Diets.

NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT FOR ADULTS
(for precise conditions for which these products have been approved see the product listing in List A)

A Nutritionally complete feeds

For use as the sole source of nutrition or as necessary nutritional supplements prescribed on medical grounds

a) Gluten Free
   Foodlink Complete
   Fortisip Yogurt Style
   Fresubin 1000 Complete
   Fresubin 1200 Complete
   Fresubin 1800 Complete
   Fresubin 2250 Complete
   Fresubin Energy
   Fresubin Energy Fibre Sip Feed
   Fresubin Energy Fibre (Neutral) Tube Feed
   Fresubin Liquid and Sip Feeds
   Nutrison
   Nutrison Energy Multifibre
   Nutrison Multifibre
   PaediaSure Plus

b) Lactose and Gluten Free
   Ensure
   Nutrison Soya
   Nutrison Soya Multifibre
   Osmolite
   Osmolite Plus

c) Containing Fibre
   Fresubin 2250 Complete
   Fresubin Energy Fibre Sip Feed
   Fresubin Energy Fibre (Neutral) Tube Feed
   Fresubin Isofibre
   Fresubin Soya Fibre
   Jevity
   Jevity Plus
   Jevity Plus HP
   Jevity Promote
   Jevity 1.5kcal
   Nutrini Energy
   Nutrini Energy Multifibre
   Nutrini Low Energy Multifibre
   Nutrini Multifibre
   Nutrison Energy Multifibre
   Nutrison Multifibre
   PaediaSure Fibre
   Nutrison Soya Multifibre
   Resource 2.0 Fibre
d) Elemental Feeds
- Elemental 028 Extra
- Elemental 028 Extra (Liquid)
- Emsogen
- Nutrison Peptisorb
- Peptamen
- Peptamen HN
- Peptamen Junior Advance
- Peptamen Junior Liquid
- Peptamen Junior Powder

B Nutritional Source Supplements
See: Synthetic Diets
Malabsorption States

a) General Supplements
Necessary nutritional supplements prescribed on medical grounds for the diseases in List A (products should be labelled to state that they are to be taken under dietetic supervision and that a maximum of xmls containing 80g protein (approximately y cans/packs) may be taken per day)
- Complan Shake
- Ensure Plus Advance
- Ensure Plus Commence
- Ensure Plus Creme
- Ensure Plus Fibre
- Ensure Plus Juce
- Ensure Plus Liquid Feed
- Ensure Plus Milk Shake Style
- Ensure Plus Savoury
- Ensure Plus Yoghurt Style
- Ensure Shake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
- Ensure TwoCal
- Foodlink Complete
- Forticare
- Forticreme Complete
- Fortijuice
- Fortijuice Starter Pack
- Fortini
- Fortini 1.0 Multi Fibre
- Fortini Multi Fibre
- Fortini Smoothie Multi Fibre
- Fortisip Bottle
- Fortisip Compact
- Fortisip Compact Fibre
- Fortisip Compact Fibre Starter Pack
- Fortisip Compact Protein
- Fortisip Compact Protein Starter Pack
- Fortisip Compact Starter Pack
- Fortisip Extra
- Fortisip Multifibre
- Fortisip Range Starter Pack
- Fresubin 1000 Complete
- Fresubin 1200 Complete
- Fresubin 1800 Complete
- Fresubin 2Kcal Creme
- Fresubin 2Kcal Drink
- Fresubin 2Kcal Fibre Drink
- Fresubin HP Energy
- Fresubin HP Energy Fibre
- Fresubin Jucy Drink
- Fresubin Powder Extra
- Fresubin Protein Energy Drink
Lipistart
Monogen
MCT Procal
Nutrison Energy
Nutrison MCT
Oral Impact
Osmolite 1.5 kcal
PaediaSure Plus Juce
Perative
Prosure
Renilon 7.5
Resource Dessert Energy
Resource Fruit
Resource Junior
Supportan Drink
Survimed OPD
Survimed OPD HN
Vital 1.5 kcal

b) Carbohydrates
Maxijul Super Soluble
Optifibre
Polycal (Liquid & Powder)  (Low electrolyte content)
Pro-Cal Powder
Pro-Cal shot
Vitajoule
Vitasavoury
Vitasavoury starter pack

c) Fat
Alembicol D
Calogen
Calogen Extra
Calogen Extra Shots
Fresubin 5Kcal Shot
Liquigen
MCT Oil

d) Fat/Carbohydrate sources
Calshake
Duocal (Super Soluble)  (Low electrolyte content)
Scandishake Mix Flavoured and Unflavoured

PHENYLKETONURIA
Add Ins
Aminex low-protein biscuits
Aminex low-protein cookies
Aminex low-protein rusks
Aproten low-protein bread mix
Aproten low-protein cake mix
Aproten low-protein pasta (anelini)
Easiphen
Ener-G low-protein egg replacer
Part X  Borderline Substances – List B

Fate low-protein potato mix
Juvela low-protein bread rolls
Juvela low-protein chocolate chip; orange and cinnamon flavour cookies
Juvela low-protein loaf (sliced)
Juvela low-protein mix
Lophlex (unflavoured, orange flavour and berry flavour)
Loprofin low-protein breakfast cereal (flakes, loops)
Loprofin low-protein chocolate and vanilla flavour cream wafers
Loprofin low-protein crackers
Loprofin low-protein dessert mixes
Loprofin low-protein egg replacer
Loprofin low-protein mix
Loprofin low-protein part baked bread rolls
Loprofin low-protein part baked sliced loaf
Loprofin low-protein pasta (animal shapes, fusilli, lasagne, long-cut spaghetti, macaroni elbows, penne, tagliatelle)
Loprofin PKU Drink
Loprofin Sno-Pro Drink
L-Tyrosine Supplement
Nutramigen PurAmino
Phlexy-10 Exchange System (Capsules & Drink Mix)
Phlexy-10 Tablets
Phlexy-Vits
Phlexy-Vits Tablets
PK Foods low-protein chocolate chip cookies
PK Foods low-protein cinnamon cookies
PK Foods low-protein crispbread
PK Foods low-protein egg replacer
PK Foods low-protein flour mix
PK Foods low-protein jelly mix dessert cherry flavour
PK Foods low-protein jelly mix dessert orange flavour
PK Foods low-protein orange cookies
PK Foods low-protein pasta spirals
PK Foods low-protein white sliced bread
PK Aid 4
PKU Air15 (gold)
PKU Air15 (green)
PKU Air15 (red)
PKU Air15 (white)
PKU Air20 (gold)
PKU Air20 (green)
PKU Air20 (red)
PKU Air20 (white)
PKU Anamix First Spoon
PKU Anamix Infant
PKU Anamix Junior (Flavoured and Neutral)
PKU Anamix Junior LQ
PKU Cooler 10
PKU Cooler 15
PKU Cooler 20
PKU Express 15
PKU Express 20
PKU-Gel
PKU Lophlex LQ 10 (Berry flavour)
PKU Lophlex LQ 10 Juicy Berries
PKU Lophlex LQ 10 Juicy Citrus
PKU Lophlex LQ 10 Juicy Orange
PKU Lophlex LQ 10 Juicy Topical
PKU Lophlex LQ 20 (Berry and Orange flavours)
PKU Lophlex LQ 20 Juicy Berries
PKU Lophlex LQ 20 Juicy Citrus
PKU Lophlex LQ 20 Juicy Orange
PKU Lophlex LQ 20 Juicy Tropical
PKU Lophlex Sensation 20 Berries
PKU Lophlex Sensation 20 Orange
PKU Squeezie
Promin low-protein apple and sage sausage mix
Promin low-protein burger mix
Promin low-protein caramel dessert
Promin low-protein cooked and flavoured pasta snax
Promin low-protein couscous
Promin low-protein custard dessert
Promin low-protein dessert (chocolate & banana and strawberry & vanilla flavours)
Promin low-protein fresh baked sliced bread
Promin low-protein hot breakfast (apple & cinnamon, banana, chocolate and original flavours)
Promin low-protein lamb and mint burger mix
Promin low-protein lasagne sheets
Promin low-protein imitation rice pudding (apple, banana, strawberry and original flavours)
Promin low-protein pasta (alphabet, flat noodles, macaroni, shells, short-cut spaghetti, spirals)
Promin low-protein pasta in sauce (cheese and broccoli, tomato pepper and herb flavours)
Promin low-protein pastameal
Promin low-protein pasta spirals in a Moroccan type sauce
Promin low-protein sausage mix
Promin low-protein tomato and basil sausage mix
Promin low-protein tricolour pasta (alphabet, shells, spirals)
Promin LP Mac Pot (macaroni cheese, tomato macaroni)
Promin LP Potato Pot (cabbage bacon flavour & croutons, onions & croutons, sausage flavour & croutons)
Promin LP X-Pot
Taranis low-protein cake (apricot, lemon, pear)
Taranis low-protein hazelnut spread
Ultra low-protein canned white bread
XPhe jump cola
XPhe jump neutral
XPhe jump orange
XPhe jump wild berries
XP Maxamaid
XP Maxamum
See: Low-Protein Products
Synthetic Diets

PHOTODERMATOSES (SKIN PROTECTION IN)
LA Roche-Posay Anthelios XL SPF 50+ Cream
Sunsense Ultra (Ego) SPF 50+
Uvistat Lipscreen SPF 50
Uvistat Suncream SPF 30
Uvistat Suncream SPF 50

PROPIONIC ACIDAEMIA
MMA/PA amino5
MMA/PA Anamix Infant
MMA/PA Anamix Junior
XMTVI Asadon
XMTVI Maxamaid
XMTVI Maxamum

PROTEIN INTOLERANCE
See: Amino Acid Metabolic Disorders
Low-Protein Products
Milk Protein Sensitivity
Synthetic Diets
Whole Protein Sensitivity

PRURITUS
See: Dermatitis

PSORIASIS
See: Scaling of the Scalp

REFSUM'S DISEASE
See: Fresubin Liquid and Sip Feeds

RENAL DIALYSIS
See: Dialysis
RENAL FAILURE
Aminex low-protein biscuits
Aminex low-protein cookies
Aminex low-protein rusks
Aproten low-protein bread mix
Aproten low-protein cake mix
Aproten low-protein pasta (anellini)
Dialamine
Ener-G low-protein egg replacer
Ener-G low-protein rice bread
Fate low-protein all-purpose mix
Fate low-protein cake mix
Fate low-protein chocolate flavour cake mix
Juvela low-protein bread rolls
Juvela low-protein chocolate chip, orange and cinnamon flavour cookies
Juvela low-protein loaf (sliced)
Juvela low-protein mix
Juvela low-protein pizza base
Kindergen
Loprofin low-protein breakfast cereal (flakes, loops)
Loprofin low-protein chocolate and vanilla flavour cream wafers
Loprofin low-protein crackers
Loprofin low-protein dessert mixes
Loprofin low-protein egg replacer
Loprofin low-protein egg white replacer
Loprofin low-protein mix
Loprofin low-protein part-baked bread rolls
Loprofin low-protein part baked sliced loaf
Loprofin low-protein pasta (animal shapes, fusilli, lasagne, long-cut spaghetti, macaroni elbows, penne, tagliatelle)
Loprofin low-protein rice
Loprofin Sno-Pro drink
Nepro HP
Promin low-protein burger mix
Promin low-protein fresh baked sliced bread
Promin low-protein pasta (alphabets, flat noodles, macaroni, shells, short-cut spaghetti, spirals)
Promin low-protein pastameal
Promin low-protein tricolour pastas (alphabets, shells, spirals)
Promin LP Mac Pot (macaroni cheese, tomato macaroni)
Promin LP Potato Pot (cabbage bacon flavour & croutons, onions & croutons, sausage flavour & croutons)
Promin LP X-Pot (all day scramble, beef & tomato, chip shop curry, rogan style curry)
Renamil
Renastart
Renavit
Ultra low-protein canned brown bread
Ultra low-protein canned white bread
Vita-Bite

SHORT BOWEL SYNDROME
See: Malabsorption

SICCA SYNDROME
A.S. Saliva Orthana Lozenges
BioXtra Gel Mouthspray
BioXtra Moisturising Gel
Glandosane
Saliveze
SYNTHETIC DIETS
(for precise conditions for which these products have been approved see the product listing in List A)

a) Fat
   - Alembicol D
   - Calogen
   - Calogen Extra
   - Calogen Extra Shots
   - Fresubin 5Kcal Shot
   - Liquigen
   - MCT Oil
   - Pro-Cal Powder
   - Pro-Cal shot
   - Vitasavoury
   - Vitasavoury starter pack

b) Carbohydrate
   - Maxijul Super Soluble
   - Polycal (Liquid & Powder)
   - Pro-Cal Powder
   - Pro-Cal shot
   - Vitajoule
   - Vitasavoury
   - Vitasavoury starter pack

c) Fat/Carbohydrate
   - Calshake
   - Duocal (Super Soluble)
   - Enshake (Banana, Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanilla Flavours)
   - Scandishake Mix Flavoured and Unflavoured

d) Protein Sources
   See: Malabsorption states

e) Vitamins - as appropriate
   See: Malabsorption States
   Nutritional Support for Adults

f) Vitamins and Minerals
   - FruitiVits
   - Paediatric Seravit
   - Phlexy-Vits
   - Phlexy-Vits Tablets

TYROSINAEMIA
- Methionine Free TYR Anamix Infant
- Nutramigen PurAmino
- Tyr Anamix Infant
- Tyr Anamix Junior
- Tyr Anamix Junior LQ Orange
- Tyr Cooler 10
- Tyr Cooler 15
- Tyr Cooler 20
- Tyr Express 15
- Tyr Express 20
- Tyr Gel
- Tyr Lophlex LQ 20 Juicy Berries
- XPHEN TYR Maxamaid
- XPHEN TYR Tyrosidon
UREA CYCLE DISORDERS
    EAA Supplement
    UCD amino5

VITILIGO
    Covermark Classic Foundation
    Covermark Finishing Powder
    Dermacolor Camouflage Cream
    Dermacolor Fixing Powder
    Keromask Finishing Powder
    Keromask Masking Cream
    Veil Cover Cream
    Veil Finishing Powder
    Vichy Dermablend Ultra Corrective Foundation Cream Stick

VOMITING IN INFANCY
    Instant Carobel

WHOLE PROTEIN SENSITIVITY
    for definition, see List A page 1
    Alfamino
    Althera
    Cow & Gate Pepti-Junior
    Infatrini Peptisorb
    MCT Pepdite 1+
    Neocate Active (unflavoured and blackcurrant flavour)
    Neocate Advance (unflavoured, banana vanilla flavour and strawberry vanilla flavour)
    Neocate LCP
    Neocate Spoon
    Nutramigen 1 with LGG
    Nutramigen 2 with LGG
    Nutramigen Lipil 1
    Nutramigen Lipil 2
    Nutramigen PurAmino
    Pepdite
    Pepdite 1+
    Pepdite 1+ (Banana Flavour)
    Pregestimil Lipil

XEROSTOMIA
    A.S. Saliva Orthana Lozenges
    BioXtra Gel Mouthspray
    BioXtra Moisturising Gel
    Glandosane
    Saliveze